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1 Introduction
This report documents the transit service strategies of the Newton County Transit Master Plan
(NCTMP) project. In 2021, Newton County began the planning process to develop a Transit
Master Plan (TMP) with support and guidance from the Atlanta Regional Commission (ARC).
The TMP is being developed in coordination with the Georgia Department of Transportation
(GDOT), local stakeholders, neighboring jurisdictions, and regional agencies. Once complete,
the TMP will be considered the transit element of Newton County's current Comprehensive
Transportation Plan (CTP).
This report is organized as follows:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Section 2: Basis for Recommendations summarizes the findings from the Transit
Needs and Market Analysis Report used to identify transit service needs for Newton
County.
Section 3: Service Evaluation Methodology defines the methodology used to develop
the ridership estimates for proposed new services.
Section 4: Proposed New Services details the recommended transit services by
implementation phase.
Section 5: Other Potential Services lists other services that are not recommended in
this report.
Section 6: Public and Stakeholder Engagement Summary summarizes community
input received for each transit service recommendation.
Section 7: Service Implementation Considerations provides information on other
elements needed to support these new services, including personnel, technology,
maintenance, and monitoring/reporting protocols.
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2 Basis for Recommendations
The Transit Needs and Market Analysis Report included a detailed transit market analysis,
public surveys, peer case studies, and other information gathering. The result of this effort is the
Transit Needs Assessment Summary presented in Table 2-1, with key findings from the report
detailed below.
Table 2-1: Transit Needs Assessment Summary

Need
Regional Commuter
Express Service

Countywide Demand
Response Service
On-Demand
Microtransit Service
Local Fixed-Route
Circulator Service

Description
An extension of existing Xpress regional commuter express service into
Newton County serving the existing park-and-ride lot located at the I-20 /
Turner Lake Road interchange in Covington or another park-and-ride lot
to be identified. A potential near-term solution to address this need is a
county-operated shuttle service between the existing Covington parkand-ride and the East Conyers Xpress park-and-ride lot.
A new countywide demand response dial-a-ride service to serve general
public and Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) travel needs.
A new zone-based on-demand microtransit or flexible transit service
serving areas of West Newton that demonstrate high/medium transit
service needs.
A new fixed-route circulator service in downtown Covington and
surrounding areas, serving areas that demonstrate high needs, higher
population and job density, and high concentrations of activity
generators.

2.1 Market Analysis
A transit market analysis was prepared to evaluate the community characteristics and travel
patterns that influence the potential demand for transit service in Newton County. In urban
settings, population and employment density are typically the most important factors that
influence transit ridership. In suburban and exurban areas like Newton County, the demand for
transit is largely driven by transit-dependent riders, although major activity and employment
centers can increase demand in specific locations. The transit market analysis focused on two
primary market segments, local transit markets and regional transit markets.
The local transit market analysis primarily considered transit-supportive density (population and
employment densities), transit-dependent communities (especially low-income and zero-vehicle
households), key activity generators, and local travel patterns within Newton County. The
analysis showed that most of the county does not have the density to support scheduled fixedroute transit, with the Covington area being the exception. About one-third of the county exhibits
density able to support flex or on-demand transit services. The remaining two-thirds of the
county are predominantly rural and could support demand-response services. Concerning
transit-dependent communities, West Newton County and the Covington area exhibit the
highest need for transit services, with the East and Southeast areas of Newton County
exhibiting the lowest need. Northeast Covington and Downtown Covington had the highest
concentration of activity generators, with major employers and three colleges all located in the
Covington area. To analyze local travel patterns, the county was divided into 11 local subareas
Newton County Transit Master Plan
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based on common development characteristics. Nearly half (49 percent) of all local trips start
and end within the same local subarea. Out of the remaining local trips, trip patterns were
largely concentrated in travel from Downtown Covington to Southeast Covington, Downtown
Covington to West Newton County, and Porterdale to West Newton County.
The regional transit market analysis evaluated potential transit service expansion needs
between Newton County and major employment centers throughout the Atlanta metropolitan
area. Regional travel pattern analysis revealed that 35 percent of all Newton County trips either
begin or end outside of the county. Over half (54 percent) of all home-based work trips
(commutes) either begin or end outside of the county. Most major employment centers for
Newton County residents are currently served by ATL Xpress commuter bus service, including
Downtown Atlanta, Midtown Atlanta, Perimeter, and Sandy Springs.

2.2 Peer Case Studies
Five local peer systems were evaluated based on their size and similarity to Newton County.
Systems reviewed included Bartow, Douglas, Hall, Henry, and Paulding Counties, all of which
provide county-operated transit services. Besides Hall County, these counties are also
connected to ATL Xpress commuter bus service. Additionally, two other Georgia agencies were
reviewed for other operational aspects. The Three Rivers Transit System provides multi-county
rural transit service to Butts, Carroll, Lamar, Meriwether, Pike, Spalding, and Upson Counties.
Valdosta On Demand was analyzed for consideration of innovative transit services within the
city limits of Valdosta.
In terms of population and employment, Newton County was most similar to Lowndes and
Bartow Counties. When considering service types, the peer counties reviewed primarily provide
countywide demand response service, with the larger transit agencies offering additional types
like fixed-route bus or vanpool services. Fares varied by service type and agency, typically
generating between 2 percent (Bartow, Three Rivers) and 9 percent (Douglas, Hall) of each
agency’s annual operating expenses. Hall, Henry, and Douglas Counties had the largest fleet
sizes and most robust transit services among the peer systems reviewed. These systems may
be viewed as longer-term models for Newton County as population and employment grow
through 2040. Key findings from the review of peer systems included input on fares, service
types, operating hours, fleet sizes, and operating costs that were utilized in the development of
proposed services.
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2.3 Public Input
Public outreach efforts for the Newton County TMP began with the launch of the project website
(www.movingnewton.com) and an online transit vision survey, launched in April 2021 and
completed in June 2021. A summary of the transit vision survey results is provided in the Transit
Needs and Market Analysis Report. Since the conclusion of the transit vision survey, two
additional surveys have been conducted. An online transit preferences survey kicked off August
2021 and ran through September 2021. An online transit service strategies survey launched in
October 2021 and completed in November 2021. Full documentation of all survey results will be
available on the project website. More information on the public’s response to the proposed new
services as presented in the transit service strategies survey is provided in Section 6: Public
and Stakeholder Engagement Summary.
The following provides a detailed summary of the questions and responses from the transit
preferences survey that helped inform the development of potential transit services for the
county. The survey included 26 questions to get to know the respondents and understand their
transit service preferences for Newton County. A total of 1,141 responses were received during
the survey period. Respondents were asked to provide their zip code of residence; therefore,
responses to each of the following questions can also be looked at geographically. Figure 2-1
provides a reference as to which areas of the county fall within each zip code.
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Figure 2-1: Newton County Zip Codes
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2.3.1 Perceptions of Transit
In the transit vision survey, respondents were previously asked whether Newton County should
provide public transportation. To continue gauging overall perceptions on transit, the transit
preferences survey asked respondents if they were likely to support Newton County providing
transit services in the future. A total of 894 participants responded to the question, with 50
percent of respondents supportive of transit, 36 percent against transit, and 14 percent
undecided.
Respondents residing in West/Southwest Newton County (30016) provided the highest rate of
responses. Over half (54 percent) of the residents in Southwest Newton County stated they
were supportive of transit in the county. The second highest rate of responses was provided by
those residing in the Covington area (30014). Covington residents also showed strong support
for transit, with nearly half (47 percent) responding “Yes”. Along with Southwest Newton County,
Oxford (30054) is the only other area where “Yes” responses were greater than “No” responses,
with 58 percent of residents supporting future transit services in Newton County.
East Mansfield (30056) and Porterdale (30070) area residents had the largest portion of
undecided respondents, with 27 percent and 20 percent responding “Maybe”, respectively.
Additionally, Porterdale residents were evenly split on “Yes” and “No” responses, with 40
percent selecting each. East Newton County (30055) residents remain overwhelmingly against
public transportation for the county, with 68 percent responding “No”.
When compared to the results of the transit vision survey, the trend among results for the transit
preferences survey is a shift towards increased support for transit in Newton County. Every zip
code reported greater support for transit in the transit preferences survey, with percentage point
increases for the “Yes” response shown in Oxford (up 19 percent), East Mansfield (up 16
percent), Covington (up 15 percent), Porterdale and East Newton County (both up 7 percent),
and Southwest Newton County (up 3 percent). Considering all survey responses, Newton
County as a whole shows an increase of 14 percentage points in “Yes” responses.
Figure 2-2: Support for Transit
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2.3.2 Service Types
Respondents were asked which type of transit service would best suit their needs within Newton
County. Local fixed route bus service (30 percent) was the most popular response among the
transit service options. Flexible services like microtransit were selected by about 16 percent of
respondents. About 41 percent of respondents stated that no transit options would suit their
transportation needs.
Figure 2-3: Preferred Transit Service Type

Respondents were asked if Newton County should consider providing a circulator service within
Downtown Covington and/or the Oxford area. About 43 percent of respondents support the
creation of a downtown circulator service. Respondents were also asked how much they would
pay to ride a circulator service, with the suggested fare averaging $1.61. About 14 percent of
respondents believe a circulator service should be fare free.
Figure 2-4: Support for Circulator Service
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2.3.3 Hours of Service
With the transit preferences survey, respondents were asked for the first time about their
preferred span of service for transit services in Newton County. When respondents were asked
what hours transit services would need to run for them to be useful, the two most common
periods selected corresponded with morning and evening commute times. About 41 percent of
respondents stated that late night service would be useful, while only 24 percent would use
transit service before 6:00 AM. Weekend service periods were generally less popular choices,
although responses for Saturday service were much more evenly distributed in the latter half of
the day when compared to weekday responses, with midday (56 percent), evening (54 percent),
and late night (47 percent) service periods each favored by about half of all respondents who
answered the question.
Figure 2-5: Weekday Hours of Service

Figure 2-6: Saturday Hours of Service
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2.3.4 Trip Types and Destinations
During the transit vision survey, respondents were asked what types of trips they would take
using transit in Newton County. They were also able to select their preferred destinations for
transit trips. Parks and tourism were the top trip preferences among respondents from nearly
every zip code, with Southwest Newton County residents rating medical trips higher than any
other zip code. Downtown Covington, Piedmont Newton Hospital, and Conyers were ranked the
top preferred destinations. For the transit preferences survey, respondents were asked about
the purpose of their trips to Downtown Covington. Nearly half (49 percent) of all respondents
stated they would travel to Downtown Covington for dining and tourism.
Figure 2-7: Downtown Trip Purpose

Respondents were also asked about the purpose of their trips to Conyers. A large portion of
respondents (45 percent) stated they would not use transit services to travel to Conyers. Among
those respondents who would travel to Conyers, the most common trip purposes were shopping
(38 percent), dining and tourism (35 percent), and parks and recreational activities (23 percent).
Figure 2-8: Conyers Trip Purpose

When asked to provide the medical facility they would need public transportation to get to, either
inside or outside Newton County, the majority of respondents (71 percent) selected Piedmont
Newton Hospital. Of those respondents that selected facilities outside of Newton County, Emory
Newton County Transit Master Plan
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University Hospital and Emory healthcare locations were the most popular responses, while
Piedmont Rockdale Hospital was the second most popular provider included in responses.
Figure 2-9: Medical Trip Destinations

During the transit vision survey, 53 percent of respondents previously stated that they would
consider or start to use the ATL’s Xpress commuter bus service if it were closer than the 423
and 426 routes that currently end in East Conyers. For the transit preferences survey,
respondents were asked about their preferred job center connections if the Xpress commuter
bus service were extended into Newton County. A majority of survey participants (62 percent)
stated they would not need this service. Of those respondents that would use the service,
Downtown and Midtown Atlanta were the most popular selections.
Figure 2-10: Commuter Service Destinations
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2.3.5 Goals and Outcomes for Transit
During the transit vision survey, respondents ranked a series of transit service goals for Newton
County in order of importance. Rankings were averaged to generate a score showing which
transit goals garnered the most public support. These top responses were then refined to
develop the transit goals and long-term outcomes of the Newton County Transit Master Plan.
For the transit preferences survey, respondents were asked to provide their opinion on the
proposed goals and outcomes below.
Transit Goals:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide mobility options for those who are unable to drive, choose not to drive, or do not
have access to a car.
Provide local and regional transit connections to jobs.
Provide transit connections to essential services.
Provide opportunities for transportation alternatives to single-occupancy vehicles.
Provide transit connections between key activity centers and destinations.
Connect to and/or coordinate with other transit systems to provide regional connections.
Figure 2-11: Support for Transit Goals

Long-Term Outcomes:
•
•
•

•
•

Implement transit service that helps ensure all community members can access
essential services and jobs.
Provide transit services that are appropriate and meet future needs as the county grows.
Monitor trip trends to areas outside Newton County, particularly for employment
opportunities, and identify opportunities to connect into regional transit systems in the
future.
Work with adjoining counties and regional transit providers to link into the regional transit
network.
Secure local, state, federal and other funding sources needed to implement the county’s
desired service scenarios.
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Figure 2-12: Support for Project Long-Term Outcomes

The majority of respondents showed support for both sets, with the strongest levels of support
coming from Covington (30014), Oxford (30054), and Southwest Newton County (30016).
Common themes for those who indicated they do not agree with the proposed goals or
outcomes include:
•
•
•
•

Perceived lack of need for transit
Unsure of priority among other perceived needs
Perceived increase in crime
Cost to implement service / dependent on funding sources
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3 Service Evaluation Methodology
Three separate methodologies were utilized to estimate ridership, specific to each potential
service type: commuter route, fixed-route/shuttle, and demand response/microtransit. These
service-specific methodologies are defined below, along with projected daily ridership figures for
each proposed new service.

3.1 Commuter Route Service
The evaluation for potential commuter route service was based on a proposed route extending
the existing Xpress regional commuter service, currently terminating in the Conyers area, into
Newton County.

3.1.1 Methodology
Three peer routes were selected from the Xpress routes operated by The ATL for their
comparability to the proposed route. Population and employment within one-quarter mile, onehalf mile, and five miles from route stops were calculated for the peer route candidates and
compared to the proposed routes (see Table 3-1). For each route, the population and job figures
were normalized by the number of stops. Route characteristics, including type and purpose of
service, number of stops, and types of destinations served, were also considered in the peer
route analysis.
The routes chosen as peer routes were commuter routes, primarily providing express-style
service between park-and-ride locations and Atlanta area activity centers. In addition to the
three routes chosen, all other Xpress routes were considered as peer routes but were not found
to be within an acceptable range of similar demographics and route characteristics.
ATL Xpress routes 401, 423, and 426 were identified through comparison analysis as
appropriate peer routes. These three routes are all commuter express routes that travel on
freeways from park-and-rides in exurban and suburban metro areas to central Atlanta, serving
major employment destinations. Routes 423 and 426 are also the routes that are proposed to
add a park-and-ride stop in the Covington area.
Table 3-1: Peer Commuter Routes
Route

Population

Jobs

Quarter Mile

Half Mile

Five Miles

Quarter Mile

Half Mile

Five Miles

Proposed Covington
Park-and-Ride

149

609

54,906

159

646

22,233

Xpress Route 401

233

1,166

102,742

211

949

35,908

Xpress Route 423

274

1,074

93,788

192

763

21,927

Xpress Route 426

267

1,055

93,750

184

723

21,924

3.1.2 Ridership
An estimate for ridership on the proposed commuter route was calculated using fiscal year (FY)
2019 ridership per trip data from the three Xpress peer routes multiplied by the number of trips
estimated for the extension of routes 423 and 426 (Table 3-2). Based upon an average of the
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peer routes’ passengers per trip, there should be approximately 19.3 riders per trip on each of
the proposed route extensions. With the addition of the proposed stop at the Covington parkand-ride location, route 423 will see an additional 231 daily riders and route 426 will see an
additional 366 daily riders.
Table 3-2: Ridership Estimates for Commuter Route Extension

Route

Annual Boardings

Boardings by Stop per
Trip

Existing Daily
Ridership

Projected Daily
Ridership

Xpress 401

37,004

35.4

142

142

Xpress 423

92,306

9.8

354

585

Xpress 426

187,423

12.6

718

1,085

3.2 Fixed-Route and Shuttle Services
The evaluation for potential fixed-route transit services was based on two proposed routes
connecting downtown Covington to activity centers located just beyond the limits of downtown
Covington, northeast and southwest of the Covington area. The evaluation also considered a
local fixed-route circulator service in downtown Covington connecting points of interest identified
through public outreach efforts.
The evaluation for potential shuttle services was based on a commuter shuttle service between
the existing Covington Park-and-Ride and the East Conyers Park-and-Ride to provide a nearterm, interim solution for Newton County commuters currently riding Xpress regional commuter
service into Atlanta. The evaluation also considered a city shuttle connecting downtown
Covington to Conyers retail and dining locations identified as desirable destinations through
public outreach efforts.

3.2.1 Methodology
The Cherokee Area Transportation System (CATS) in Cherokee County, GA was selected as a
peer for these proposed services. This system also operates in an exurban and suburban metro
area. An estimated hourly ridership by route figure was calculated using Fall 2019 CATS
ridership by route data (Table 3-3).
Table 3-3: Fixed-Route and Shuttle Hourly Ridership Calculation
Peer Agency

Daily Ridership

Hourly Ridership

by Route

by Route

1

40.73

5.82

2

33.57

4.80

37.15

5.31

Route

CATS
Average
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3.2.2 Ridership
The hourly ridership figure was multiplied by the number of service hours for each proposed
fixed-route and shuttle service, under minimum and maximum service hours scenarios (Table
3-4).
Table 3-4: Fixed-Route and Shuttle Ridership Projections
Service

Total Daily Hours of Service

Projected Daily
Ridership
Minimum
Maximum

Minimum

Maximum

Fixed-Route

12

12

64

64

City Shuttle

10

15

54

80

Park-and-Ride Shuttle

6

6

32

32

3.3 Demand Response and Microtransit Services
The evaluation for potential demand response and microtransit services was based on a
countywide demand response dial-a-ride service and a zone-based microtransit service to serve
the more densely populated areas of Newton County.

3.3.1 Methodology
The National Center for Transit Research (NCTR) developed a methodology for estimating
ridership of rural demand response transit services in 2016. Based on nationwide trends in
demand response ridership, the model uses demographic data and service characteristics to
calculate a single ridership estimate.
The demand response and microtransit ridership estimation was performed using Model #1
from the NCTR report, which calculates ridership based on seven characteristics of the
demand-response service: service area population, percentage of population over 65 years old,
percentage of population without access to a vehicle, percentage of population with access to a
different demand response service, whether the agency also operates a fixed-route service,
whether the agency operates strictly within a municipality and/or specific Federal Transit
Administration (FTA) regions, and the fare. In addition, a set of constants accounts for regional
differences in ridership behavior. The model’s final equation was calibrated against National
Transit Database (NTD) data from 731 rural demand-response transit agencies across the
United States. This equation is described below:
Natural log of ridership =
0.83 × natural log of population
+ 7.99 × percentage of population aged 65 or older
+ 21.15 × percentage of population without access to a vehicle
- 0.65 if the agency also operates a fixed-route service
- 0.41 × percentage of population that has access to other demand response service
+ 0.77 if the agency operates strictly within a municipality
- 0.24 × natural log of the fare
- 0.56 if agency operates in FTA region 3
- 0.81 if agency operates in FTA region 4
+ 0.50 if agency operates in FTA region 5
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NCTR also considered the influence of disabled populations on ridership but did not find a
statistically significant effect, due to the availability of the demand response services to the
general public.

3.3.2 Ridership
Ridership for the microtransit zone as well as the countywide demand response zone were
calculated independently using the Model #1 equation (see Table 3-5). Estimates from the
American Community Survey (ACS) 2019 5-Year Estimates provided the total, senior, and zerovehicle population in each zone. Georgia is within FTA region 4, and a proposed $2.50 fare was
assumed. NCTR’s model assumes 365 annual days of service and calculates average
estimated annual ridership. It was assumed that the proposed microtransit and demand
response services would operate Monday through Saturday for a total 307 days per year. To
calculate annual ridership, the result from the Model #1 equation was scaled from seven days
per week to six days per week. Daily ridership was found according to the 307-day service year.
Table 3-5: Microtransit and Demand Response Ridership Projections
Projected Daily

Service

Zone

Microtransit

All Microtransit Zones

57

Demand Response

Newton County

69

Newton County Transit Master Plan
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4 Proposed New Services
The proposed new services presented below were developed using the data and analysis
presented in the Existing Conditions and Needs Assessment Report, the Transit Needs and
Market Analysis Report, input from survey and public meeting participants, Steering Committee
members, staff, elected officials from Newton County and the local municipalities, and
consulting team observations and findings. Responses gathered from public outreach efforts,
including desired trip types and destinations, informed the proposed service types, service
areas, and key destinations connected by service routes.
Recommendations are grouped into three phases: near-term, mid-term, and long-term. The
proposed service options and the reasoning for their implementation phase grouping are
provided below. Several recommendations have more than one set of service specifications
shown. These specifications illustrate scenarios with differing assumptions for service operation
highlighted in bold, typically stemming from expanded span of service and reflected in the other
estimates.
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4.1 Near-Term Service Recommendations
The services below are proposed in the near-term, or within the first five years of adopting the
Transit Master Plan. Within the near-term phase are services that are determined to be faster to
implement and that will satisfy identified needs. These services are the Countywide Demand
Response Service, which is universally implemented within the peer group; a shuttle service
from Covington to Conyers that satisfies demand for service to Conyers; a commuter shuttle
from the Covington Park-and-Ride to the East Conyers Park-and-Ride to provide a weekday
connection to the Xpress bus service into Atlanta; and a Downtown Covington Circulator Route
that would connect many of the destinations identified in the public surveys.

4.1.1 Countywide Demand Response Service
This potential service would provide demand response (dial-a-ride) service throughout the entire
county, which would offer door-to-door service that must be pre-arranged (usually 24 hours in
advance). This is the most common form of public transportation service provided in rural or
transitioning rural-to-suburban communities. This service is the most immediate and effective
means of providing transit service to all that may need it in the county, particularly for nonemergency medical trips, job commutes, and essential services. Fares for demand response
services offered by peers range from $2.00 to $4.00. Specification estimates and the proposed
area of service for this recommendation are shown in Table 4-1 and Figure 4-1, respectively.
Table 4-1: Countywide Demand Response Service Specification Estimates

Vehicles

Annual
Vehicle
Revenue
Hours

Annual
Vehicle
Revenue
Miles

Annual
Ridership

Annual
O&M
Cost*

15 min

5

12,240

97,900

17,595

$550,800

15 min

5

18,420

147,400

21,183

$828,900

Specification

Estimated
Fare

Days

Hours

Frequency

Scenario 1

$2.50

MonFri

6:00am6:00pm

Scenario 2

$2.50

MonSat

6:00am9:00pm

*Operating and maintenance cost in 2021 dollars
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Figure 4-1: Countywide Demand Response Service Area
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4.1.2 Covington to Conyers Shuttle Service
This potential service would provide a Covington to Conyers shuttle service. Previous public
input identified Conyers as one of the most desired destinations for trips from Newton County
residents. This service would offer a connection between Conyers retail locations and downtown
Covington. Fares for shuttle services offered by peers range from $3.00 to $5.00. Specification
estimates and the proposed area of service for this recommendation are shown in Table 4-2
and Figure 4-2, respectively.

Table 4-2: Covington to Conyers Shuttle Service Specification Estimates

Vehicles

Annual
Vehicle
Revenue
Hours

Annual
Vehicle
Revenue
Miles

Annual
Ridership

Annual
O&M
Cost*

30 min

3

3,120

62,400

8,424

$140,400

30 min

3

9,210

184,200

24,560

$414,450

Specification

Estimated
Fare

Days

Hours

Frequency

Scenario 1

$3.50

ThursSat

10:00am8:00pm

Scenario 2

$3.50

MonSat

6:00am9:00pm

*Operating and maintenance cost in 2021 dollars
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Figure 4-2: Covington to Conyers Shuttle Service Area
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4.1.3 Covington Park-and-Ride to East Conyers Park-and-Ride Shuttle Service
The Needs Assessment Report found that the two strongest regional markets from Newton
County, Downtown/Midtown Atlanta and Perimeter/Sandy Springs, mirror existing regional
commuter services currently provided by Xpress from Conyers. These markets represent a
logical opportunity for potential future expansion of Xpress service into Newton County.
This potential service would provide a shuttle between the Covington park-and-ride lot along I20 and the East Conyers park-and-ride location. This would serve as an interim service for
commuters until the potential extension of regional commuter Xpress routes 423 and 426 to
Newton County.
Existing facilities and amenities should be upgraded to accommodate commuter passengers.
Since the shuttle is an express service, complimentary demand response ADA paratransit
service will not be required. Specification estimates and the proposed area of service for these
recommendations are shown in Table 4-3 and Figure 4-3Figure 4-3, respectively.

Table 4-3: Covington Park and Ride to East Conyers Park and Ride Shuttle Service Specification
Estimates

Specification

Estimated
Fare

Days

Hours

Frequency

Scenario 1

Free*

MonFri

6:00am9:00pm

15 min

Vehicles

Annual
Vehicle
Revenue
Hours

Annual
Vehicle
Revenue
Miles

Annual
Ridership

Annual
O&M
Cost*

3

3,060

49,000

8,160

$137,700

*Current Xpress fare is $4.00 per trip
**Operating and maintenance cost in 2021 dollars
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Figure 4-3: Covington Park-and-Ride to East Conyers Park-and-Ride Shuttle Service Area
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4.1.4 Downtown Covington Circulator Service
This potential service would establish a circular, fixed-route service throughout the downtown
Covington area. Stops would be located at key destinations along the route, such as those
identified through public input. The following key destinations would be connected along the
circulator route: parks and trails (Turner Lake Park, Cricket Frog Trail, Legion Field), tourist and
dining spots (Covington Square, downtown restaurants), shopping and grocery stores
(downtown retail, Kroger, Ingles, Food Depot), and medical facilities (Piedmont Newton
Hospital). Specification estimates and the proposed area of service for this recommendation are
shown in Table 4-4 and Figure 4-4, respectively.

Table 4-4: Downtown Covington Circulator Service Specification Estimates

Specification

Estimated
Fare

Days

Hours

Frequency

Scenario 1

Up to
$1.00

MonSat

8:00am8:00pm

15 min

Vehicles

Annual
Vehicle
Revenue
Hours

Annual
Vehicle
Revenue
Miles

Annual
Ridership

Annual
O&M
Cost*

3

7,370

142,400

19,648

$257,950

*Operating and maintenance cost in 2021 dollars
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Figure 4-4: Downtown Covington Circulator Service Area
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4.2 Mid-Term Service Recommendations
The services below are proposed in the mid-term, or within six to ten years of adopting the
Transit Master Plan. The mid-term services are slightly more challenging to implement or
require coordination with other transit agencies. These services are the Extension of AtlantaRegion Transit Link Authority (ATL) Xpress Regional Commuter Bus Service, which requires
approval from The ATL Board; and a Microtransit Service which primarily operates within more
densely populated areas.

4.2.1 Extension of ATL Xpress Regional Commuter Bus Service
With this potential service, Newton County would work with The ATL to extend Xpress
commuter bus service to Newton County (currently this service terminates in Conyers). This
service provides motorcoach commuter service from outer suburban counties into Atlanta’s
major job centers, such as Midtown, Downtown, and Perimeter Center. On-board Wi-Fi service
would target choice riders and allow commuters to work rather than drive personal vehicles
while commuting. Current Xpress routes provide service to Conyers (423, 426, 428) and East
Conyers (423, 426) in Rockdale County. This potential service would extend routes 423 and 426
east to the existing park-and-ride lot along I-20 near Covington or another appropriate location.
Because extension of this service would involve extensive coordination with The ATL, no
specifications or operating statistics can be provided at this time beyond the projected daily
ridership for routes 423 and 426 previously shown in Table 3-2. The proposed area of service
for this recommendation is shown in Figure 4-5.
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Figure 4-5: Extension of ATL Xpress Regional Commuter Bus Service Area
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4.2.2 Microtransit Service
This potential service would provide an on-demand service for the areas of the county with
greater concentrations of population, employment, and activities. Service would largely be
concentrated in the Covington, Oxford, and West Newton areas. Microtransit service typically
provides real-time scheduling options through a smartphone application, similar to rideshare
services provided by companies like Lyft and Uber. Fares for microtransit services offered by
peers range from $2.00 to $4.00. Specification estimates and the proposed area of service for
this recommendation are shown in Table 4-5 and Figure 4-6, respectively.
Table 4-5: On-Demand Microtransit Service Specification Estimates

Vehicles

Annual
Vehicle
Revenue
Hours

Annual
Vehicle
Revenue
Miles

Annual
Ridership

Annual
O&M
Cost*

20 min

4

9,180

73,400

14,535

$413,100

20 min

4

13,820

110,500

17,499

$621,900

Specification

Estimated
Fare

Days

Hours

Frequency

Scenario 1

$2.50

MonFri

6:00am6:00pm

Scenario 2

$2.50

MonSat

6:00am9:00pm

*Operating and maintenance cost in 2021 dollars
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Figure 4-6: Microtransit Service Area
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4.3 Long-Term Service Recommendations
The services below are proposed in the long-term, or within 11 to 20 years of adopting the
Transit Master Plan. The long-term services are more traditional fixed-route transit services that
operate along designated alignments and on set schedules. The two fixed routes would operate
from downtown Covington to activity centers northeast of town and from downtown Covington to
Porterdale.

4.3.1 Northeast Covington Fixed-Route Bus Service
This potential service would establish fixed-route bus service extending from downtown
Covington, northeast to major destinations just outside the downtown Covington area before
looping back. This route would provide service to a growing employment corridor along Alcovy
Road, Covington Municipal Airport, Georgia Piedmont Technical College, Piedmont Hospital,
and major retailers along Industrial Park Boulevard. Specification estimates and the proposed
area of service for this recommendation are shown in Table 4-6 and Figure 4-7, respectively.
Table 4-6: Northeast Covington Fixed-Route Bus Service Specification Estimates

Specification

Estimated
Fare

Days

Hours

Frequency

Scenario 1

$1.00

MonSat

7:00am7:00pm

30 min

Vehicles

Annual
Vehicle
Revenue
Hours

Annual
Vehicle
Revenue
Miles

Annual
Ridership

Annual
O&M
Cost*

1

3,680

59,000

19,648

$128,800

*Operating and maintenance cost in 2021 dollars
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Figure 4-7: Northeast Covington Fixed-Route Bus Service Area
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4.3.2 Porterdale Fixed-Route Bus Service
This recommendation would establish fixed-route bus service extending from downtown
Covington, southwest on State Route 81 to the City of Porterdale before looping back. This
would provide service to a highly desired destination as indicated from public input, as well as a
route that has a high number of travel trips. Specification estimates and the proposed area of
service for this recommendation are shown in Table 4-7 and Figure 4-8, respectively.
Table 4-7: Porterdale Fixed-Route Bus Service Specification Estimates

Specification

Estimated
Fare

Days

Hours

Frequency

Scenario 1

$1.00

MonSat

7:00am7:00pm

30 min

Vehicles

Annual
Vehicle
Revenue
Hours

Annual
Vehicle
Revenue
Miles

Annual
Ridership

Annual
O&M
Cost*

1

3,680

59,000

19,648

$128,800

*Operating and maintenance cost in 2021 dollars
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Figure 4-8: Porterdale Fixed-Route Bus Service Area
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4.4 Summary of Proposed New Services
As previously mentioned in Section 4.2.1, no specifications or operating statistics for the
Extension of ATL Xpress Regional Commuter Bus Service are provided at this time pending
further coordination with The ATL. For the remaining seven recommendations, the projected
daily ridership figures developed in Section 3 were scaled to project annual figures for each
service. Projected annual ridership, along with the annual vehicle revenue hours and annual
operating and maintenance cost provided for each service in this section were used to calculate
measures for productivity (passengers per revenue hour, rounded up) and cost-effectiveness
(cost per revenue hour). A comparison of the proposed new services is provided below in Table
4-8, where public input received from the transit service strategies survey is also incorporated. A
more detailed summary of findings from the transit service strategies survey is provided in
Section 6: Public and Stakeholder Engagement Summary.
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Table 4-8: Proposed New Services Summary Table
Projected Annual
Ridership

Service Scenario

1

17,595

Productivity Cost-Effectiveness
(Passengers/
(Cost/
Revenue Hour) Revenue Hour)
2

Countywide
Demand Response

$45.00
2

21,183

2

1

8,424

3

Covington to
Conyers Shuttle

$45.00
2

Park-and-Ride
Commuter Shuttle

Downtown
Covington
Circulator

Extension of ATL
Xpress Commuter
Bus

On-Demand
Microtransit

Northeast
Covington
Fixed-Route Bus

Northeast
Covington
Fixed-Route Bus

Porterdale
Fixed-Route Bus

1

1

N/A

1

24,560

8,160

19,648

N/A

14,535

3

3

3

N/A

$45.00

$35.00

N/A

2
$45.00

2

1

1

1

17,499

19,648

19,648

19,648
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6

6

6

$35.00

$35.00

$35.00

Public
Support
Yes

202

25%

No

312

40%

No but Important

184

23%

Unsure

94

12%

Yes

223

30%

No

320

43%

No but Important

139

18%

Unsure

65

9%

Yes

183

26%

No

309

43%

No but Important

153

21%

Unsure

75

10%

Yes

252

38%

No

242

37%

No but Important

105

16%

Unsure

57

9%

Yes

225

32%

No

293

42%

No but Important

115

17%

Unsure

66

9%

Yes

212

31%

No

269

40%

No but Important

110

16%

Unsure

89

13%

Yes

176

27%

No

272

43%

No but Important

122

19%

Unsure

70

11%

Yes

176

27%

No

272

43%

No but Important

122

19%

Unsure

70

11%

Yes

134

21%

No

275

44%

No but Important

152

25%

Unsure

63

10%
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5 Other Potential Services
Several other services have been identified through public input and during the preparation of
the Transit Master Plan. These services are not specifically recommended in this report but are
detailed below.

5.1 Airport Shuttle Service
Previous surveys showed a strong desire for a service to Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta
International Airport. This would be an expensive service for Newton County to operate on its
own and would require further study to determine costs and demand. Analysis from the Transit
Needs and Market Analysis Report showed that regional travel patterns indicate trip volumes to
other employment centers in the region are greater than trip volumes to the Airport.

5.2 Oxford Fixed-Route Bus Service
Previous surveys showed a high desire for trips to Oxford. During the academic year, Emory
University Transportation and Parking Services offers a shopping shuttle service between the
Oxford campus and Covington area shopping destinations. Additionally, a daily shuttle service is
offered between the Oxford campus and the Emory Druid Hills campus in Atlanta, with one stop
at the Kensington MARTA station in Decatur. These services are not open to the general public,
with the shuttle app and reservation system requiring a university login and identification
checked for passengers boarding the shuttle. Should the County pursue expanding these
services for public use, coordination with Emory University would be required.

5.3 Multi-County Service / Coordination with Adjacent Counties
The Needs Assessment Report found there is significant demand for travel between Newton
County and adjacent counties. Rockdale County accounts for 12 percent of total trip interactions
to and from Newton County. Walton County also demonstrates a large volume of trip
interactions with Newton County, accounting for 6 percent of the total trips to and from the
county. These markets would be best served with a coordinated local transit service across
county boundaries, rather than a regional commuter service.
One of the recommendations from GDOT’s Statewide Transit Plan (SWTRP) was for counties to
develop strategic planning documents that address the need for regional collaboration of transit
services. Newton County is one of only 32 counties in Georgia that does not provide transit
service, and the third highest in population among those counties. Multi-county service can
allow Newton and adjacent counties to pool resources and manpower to advance transit
planning at a level that considers regional travel patterns while still meeting each county’s local
transportation needs. Rural and small urban transit providers are increasingly providing
essential trips across county or jurisdictional boundaries, with 38 counties in Georgia currently
serviced by multi-county transit systems.
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5.4 Vanpool and Carpool Participation
The Transit Needs and Market Analysis Report looked at the vanpool service operated by
WeGo for Hall Area Transit Services and the vanpool service provided by Connect Douglas as
part of that report’s Peer Case Studies review. With fares ranging from $3.00 to $6.00 per trip
for Hall and Douglas Counties, these services typically provide van or small bus transportation
for passengers with a common destination. In some cases, private sector vendors may supply
vehicles, set pricing, and organize vanpool groups. While not included in this report as a
recommended transit service, the high number of home-based work trips with origins or
destinations outside of Newton County suggests the County should encourage vanpool
participation where possible for those residents commuting to work.
To encourage vanpool and carpool participation, the County could promote Transportation
Demand Management (TDM) strategies. TDM efforts in the Atlanta region are focused primarily
on education and outreach to commuters, employers, and property managers located in
regional employment centers. The region’s local TDM program is Georgia Commute Options
(GCO), managed by the Atlanta Regional Commission and with funds from the Congestion
Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) Improvement Program and through GDOT. GCO works with
employers, property managers, local governments, commuters and schools to reduce the
number of single-occupancy vehicles on metro Atlanta’s roads, particularly during peak times.
GCO provides customized worksite assistance, ridematching services, and incentive programs
to help find solutions for a better commute.

5.5 Regional Commuter Rail
The Assessment of Existing and Future Conditions Report recognized that the City of Covington
was a proposed station city on a previously planned commuter train route from Atlanta to Social
Circle under the Georgia Rail Passenger Program (GRPP). As this is a regional scale effort, and
would require extensive coordination with freight rail to implement commuter rail services, there
are no proposed service strategies included for this Master Plan; however, continued efforts to
bring regional commuter rail to Newton County should be supported by the County to meet the
high number of home-based work trips with origins or destinations outside of Newton County.
The Transit Needs and Market Analysis Report identified that over half of all Newton County
commuters leave the county for work.
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6 Public and Stakeholder Engagement
Summary
As previously mentioned in Section 2.3, an online transit service strategies survey was open to
the public for 33 days, from October 28th through November 30th, 2021. In coordination with the
Newton County Public Information Office, survey participation was solicited via social media, a
digital flyer, the project website, and an email campaign to project stakeholders and community
members as part of an opt-in process. Additionally, an outbound text message campaign was
conducted twice on November 4th and November 19th to 26,360 Newton County residents as
identified by public records. The survey included 40 questions that captured feedback and
possible support of the proposed near-, mid-, and long-term transit services detailed throughout
this report. A total of 867 people completed the survey.
After being presented with the proposed transit services described in Section 4: Proposed New
Services, respondents were asked if and how often they would utilize each service. If
respondents stated they would not use a particular service, they were prompted to provide more
information. As shown in the summary results of Table 4-8, respondents were able to select one
of the following for each service:
•
•
•
•

Yes
No, I would not utilize the service as described
No, I would not utilize the service as described, but I feel it is important for our
community
Unsure

Reasons for not utilizing a service are consistent with previous survey responses regarding
support for transit service in Newton County. Common themes among the top responses
include:
•
•
•

Perceived increase in crime
Cost to implement service / dependent on funding sources
Perceived lack of need for transit

Survey participants were also asked to provide input on additional service considerations
identified through public input, including shuttle services to Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta
International Airport and Emory’s Oxford campus, vanpool service, and their preference for
transit service partnerships with other counties in the region. In general, survey respondents are
in favor of a transportation study for service to the Airport, with 60 percent responding “Yes”.
Respondents overwhelmingly stated that shuttle service to Oxford would not provide a
transportation need, with 76 percent responding “No”. Over half (54 percent) of respondents
also stated that vanpool service would not fulfil a transportation need.
Top responses for neighboring counties to pursue multicounty service with include Rockdale (54
percent), Henry (36 percent), and Walton (26 percent) Counties. Among respondents who
selected Other County (26 percent), DeKalb County was the most popular county provided.
About 25 percent of respondents stated Newton County should operate its own service. A large
portion of respondents (68 percent) used this option as another chance to express disapproval
of transit service in Newton County.
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Figure 6-1: Multicounty Service Partners

Figure 6-2: Other County Open-Ended Responses

After being presented with the proposed transit service options and additional service
considerations, participants were asked to rank services (including vanpool service) in the order
that would best address two facets: their personal transportation needs and Newton County’s
needs, including creating job and destination connections and delivering cost-effective service
to those areas of the county that need it the most. Nearly half of all survey respondents skipped
these priority ranking questions. Utilizing those results provided, an average score was
assigned to each service considering how many votes the service received for highest priority,
lowest priority, and every rank in between. The resulting service priority rankings are identical
for both, the personal transportation needs and needs of Newton County questions. Transit
service rankings from the survey are provided in Table 6-1.
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Table 6-1: Transit Service Strategies Survey Results

Service

Average Score

Ranking

Personal Needs

Newton County Needs

Countywide
Demand Response

7.35

7.57

1

Covington to
Conyers Shuttle

6.86

6.98

2

Park-and-Ride
Commuter Shuttle

6.22

6.18

3

Extension of ATL Xpress
Commuter Bus

5.85

5.96

4

On-Demand
Microtransit

4.89

4.94

5

Downtown Covington
Circulator

4.97

4.69

6

Northeast Covington
Fixed-Route Bus

3.67

3.74

7

Porterdale
Fixed-Route Bus

2.87

2.75

8

Vanpool Service

2.53

2.38

9
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7 Service Implementation
Considerations
Implementing a transit system is a complex undertaking with many components. Some of the
more important items are described in this section.

7.1 Transit Development Plan / Comprehensive Operations Analysis
As the transit system matures, on-going planning activities are required to guide the system and
to determine how well the system is functioning. The planning tool used to provide guidance is a
Transit Development Plan (TDP). TDPs are intended to serve as strategic planning documents.
They define public transportation needs; encourage collaboration by coordinating with other
plans, involve substantial public participation, and explore community goals with decision
makers and other stakeholders; and develop a five to ten-year action plan.
A comprehensive operations analysis (COA) is designed to examine and evaluate a transit
system’s operations to determine where improvements can be made to make transit operations
more effective and efficient across the network. A COA typically includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A detailed review of performance measures, including ridership and on-time
performance data
Interviews with bus drivers and transit agency operations staff
Public input and workshops
An assessment of specific service policies and fare policies
Adjustments to running times, departure times/locations, transfer times, to improve
schedule adherence and customer satisfaction
Capital needs, including improvements to passenger facilities

TDPs typically have a ten-year planning horizon but are updated every five years. COAs are
typically conducted every three to five years, depending on the complexity of the transit
organization.

7.2 Administrative Position for Transit Services
Because the new transit system will require full-time attention, a transit administrator position to
oversee services is required. This new position will be critical in implementing the various
elements of the transit program and overseeing the operational activities.

7.3 Establishing the County as an FTA Direct Recipient
The decision to pursue status as a direct recipient (grantee) of federal public transportation
funds from FTA must be coordinated closely with GDOT, the ARC, and FTA. FTA’s Region IV
office has posted materials to assist in the New Grantee Process on the New Grantee
Handbook and Recipient Resources webpage. These materials include a New Recipient
Handbook, which outlines the information that Newton County will need to provide to initiate the
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process. This information must demonstrate the County’s legal authority and capacity, technical
capacity, financial management systems, procurement systems, and civil rights programs.

7.3.1 Legal Capacity
FTA relies on the recipient’s certification that it has the legal authority and capacity to administer
FTA-assisted projects. This self-certification is demonstrated through an Opinion of Counsel and
Authorizing Resolution.
The Opinion of Counsel should establish the County’s legal basis for requesting federal funding
and highlight any pending legislation or litigation that may impact legal standing. The New
Recipient Handbook includes an example Opinion of Counsel.
The Authorizing Resolution is documentation that the County’s governing body agrees to the
County’s transit division acting on behalf of the county and applying for funding directly with
FTA. This authority may also be demonstrated through statute or ordinance. A sample format
for the Authorizing Resolution is included in the New Recipient Handbook.

7.3.2 Financial Management and Capacity
Circular 5010.1E, FTA’s Award Management guidance, and 2 CFR Part 200 form the basis of
FTA’s requirements for financial management. To initiate the New Grantee Process, the County
must demonstrate that there are policies and procedures in place to adequately manage federal
awards. Required documentation includes:
1. Responses to the Financial Capacity Questionnaire, provided in the New Grantee
Handbook;
2. Current Year Operating and Capital Budgets;
3. Two Most Recent Years of Single Audit Reports;
4. Written Policies and Procedures for several areas, including but not limited to, Cash
Management, Accounts Payable, Payroll Processing, Project Management, and Indirect
Costs; and
5. 3-5 Year Financial Plan.

7.3.3 Technical Capacity
FTA must ensure that a new recipient has the capability to manage federal awards and federally
funded assets. This is achieved through a review of the recipient’s organizational chart and
responses to the Technical Capacity Questionnaire provided in the New Grantee Handbook.

7.3.4 Procurement Capacity
Circular 4220.1F, FTA’s Third Party Contracting Guidance, and 2 CFR Part 200, form the basis
of FTA’s procurement requirements. As part of the New Grantee Process, FTA will review the
recipient’s written policies and procedures to ensure that all federal procurement requirements
are sufficiently incorporated. FTA’s Procurement System Self-Assessment Guide can assist in
identifying applicable requirements.

7.3.5 Civil Rights Programs
Demonstration of compliance with federal civil rights statutes and implementing regulations is a
large component of the New Grantee Process. New recipients are expected to be familiar with
the requirements and implications of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and
Environmental Justice. In addition, recipients must submit the following documents for FTA
review:
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1. Title VI Plan;
2. Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Plan; and
3. Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) Plan and Triennial Goals.
When the information above has been compiled for review, Newton County should work with the
assigned FTA staff to submit the package and a cover letter. FTA estimates that the New
Grantee Process will require six months from the time that FTA has received a complete New
Grantee package.

7.4 Transit Service Management Strategies
A decision will need to be made early in the implementation process on whether to operate the
transit service totally in-house or contract out some or all of the transit operations. If the County
decides to operate the agency in-house, the transit administrator will need to have the required
experience and expertise to oversee the entire transit operation. Alternatively, it is a common
practice for transit agencies to contract out part or all of the functions of their operations. There
are many factors that might come into play when deciding whether or not to use a third-party
contractor for transit management and/or operations, for example:
•
•
•
•
•

The cost associated with a particular program
Staff availability
Level of expertise
Desired level of control over operations
Type of service

If the County decides to contract out the operational responsibilities, there are several options
available:
• The turnkey model of contracting involves a company that takes care of everything from
providing the management team and staff members to owning all necessary capital
(vehicles, equipment, and operating/administrative facilities). The County would still
need their own administrator to oversee planning, applying for and administering grants,
establishing policies, and managing the contract.
• Another option is to contract for the key transit management officials while all other
employees and capital would be in-house responsibility.
• The next contracting option provides staff employed by a contractor while the agency
owns all capital.
• The last option breaks out contracts by service type. For example, the agency could
work with different contractors to provide the fixed route service, demand response
service, and human service transportation. The agency could also contract out for
vehicle maintenance or other support functions.
The county must consider that using a third-party operator does not relieve the grantee from
compliance with federal requirements. Also, procuring the contractor will require a competitive
bidding process. The decision on whether or not to use a transit contractor is a topic that should
be further evaluated in a subsequent transit implementation plan.
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7.5 Marketing
A comprehensive marketing plan for the recommended system should be developed to assist in
implementing the system. A strong marketing plan is crucial for establishing the foundation for
future marketing strategies once the implementation is completed. Items to be addressed could
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Overall system image
Graphics
Community outreach
Advertising
Coordination techniques with other organizations

It is essential that a distinctive system logo, vehicle paint scheme, signage, and theme for the
new services be developed to generate a unique and positive image for the transit program. A
key recommendation is that the image (logo/graphics) created be unique to the service area and
avoid the more conventional or institutional look often utilized by new transit systems.
Customer service is closely linked with marketing as this function typically:
•
•
•
•

Provides transit service information through various methods including internet, printed
media, and telephone
Coordinates the sale of fare media
Handles customer complaints, commendations, inquiries, requests, and suggestions
Is responsible for “Lost and Found”

Immediate priorities should be the development of attractive English and Spanish versions of
informational materials such as posters and flyers. These cost-effective marketing tools should
be widely distributed and will assist the County in increasing the visibility of the system while
providing the public with much needed information about the services offered.
Finally, a high priority should also be given to updating the Newton County web site to provide a
link to information about the transit service. It is important the site is accessible to people with
visual, hearing and other disabilities as well as those with Limited English Proficiency (LEP).

7.6 Intelligent Transportation System Applications
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) is a term commonly used to refer to a collection of
technological applications and transportation management concepts designed to move people
and goods in an efficient and safe manner. The services/technologies that are typically
implemented include:
•
•
•

Traveler Information/Display Systems
Transit Vehicle Monitoring and Maintenance
Transit Signal Priority

7.6.1 Automatic Vehicle Location Systems
Both static and real-time information should be considered for the transit system at stops and
onboard transit vehicles. Real-time bus arrival information should be considered for display at
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key bus stops. These displays utilize automatic vehicle location (AVL) systems, computer-based
vehicle tracking systems capable of providing real-time transit arrival and departure information
to transit passengers. The actual real-time position of each transit vehicle is determined and
relayed to a control center. Actual position determination and relay techniques vary, depending
on the needs of the transit system and the technologies employed.
Complete packages of ITS services, providing AVL capabilities are available to small transit and
shuttle operators to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continuously track the position of vehicles throughout the day
Inform passengers when vehicles will arrive, taking into account delays
Provide passengers with travel time to a destination
Monitor drivers and contractors, verifying compliance with work rules
Replay past events in case of accidents, alleged service failures, or accusations of
misconduct.
Produce a variety of management reports, to help in service monitoring, planning system
improvements, and meeting reporting requirements.

7.6.2 Transit Vehicle Monitoring or Maintenance
ITS technologies can also be used to collect operational and maintenance data from transit
vehicles, manage vehicle service histories, and monitor operators and vehicles. Vehicle mileage
data can be used to automatically generate preventative maintenance schedules for each
vehicle by utilizing vehicle tracking data from a prerequisite vehicle tracking equipment package.
Additionally, on-board condition sensors can be employed to monitor system status, transmit
critical status information to a transit management subsystem/center, and schedule
maintenance and repairs.

7.6.3 Transit Signal Priority
Transit Signal Priority is an ITS operational strategy that facilitates the movement of transit
vehicles, either buses or streetcars, through traffic-signal controlled intersections. Objectives of
Transit Signal Priority include improved schedule adherence and improved transit travel time
efficiency while minimizing impacts to normal traffic operations.
An emitter is installed on transit vehicles and a detector on traffic signals, making it possible for
a transit vehicle to “request” a longer green time or a shorter red time when approaching a
signalized intersection.
If transit vehicles encounter significant delays at traffic signals, this strategy might be
considered. If Transit Signal Priority is needed, the U.S. Department of Transportation provides
guidance through a manual explaining the process of planning and implementing signal priority,
based on a system-wide approach.

7.7 Service Monitoring and Compliance
Transit systems have recurrent needs and requirements to collect and report a wide range of
information about operations and ridership. The continual compilation of accurate data is
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essential for the effective planning and management of transit services, as well as meeting FTA
service monitoring requirements. Without detailed operations information, the ability to
effectively monitor and report system performance and subsequently revise services would be
severely impacted. Resource limitations frequently limit comprehensive service monitoring
programs. However, the information resulting from service monitoring is very important because
fundamental transit functions such as scheduling, service planning, maintenance, finance, and
marketing require this data for decision making and reporting. Key considerations for
establishing a service monitoring program include:
•
•
•
•
•

Identification of the data categories to be collected
Methods and sources to be used in data collection
Procedures to be used to process and store the data
Evaluating and reporting the data in a meaningful and ongoing format
Determining where and ensuring required reports are properly transmitted

Program elements must be identified prior to the initiation of service as certain data must be
recorded on a daily basis. While the majority of information may, in the case of a contract
service provider, be collected and processed by the contractor, the agency must ensure the
date is collected, evaluated, and reported in an accurate and timely manner. In addition to
compilation of statistical data, periodic field observations of system operations and contract
monitoring must also be regularly undertaken.

7.8 National Transit Database Reporting Protocol
All recipients of FTA Program funding are required to report to the NTD. The annual report from
each FTA funding recipient will contain information on capital investment, operation, and service
provided with the funds. It will include total annual revenue, sources of revenue, total annual
operating costs, total annual capital costs, fleet size and type and related facilities, revenue
vehicle miles, and ridership.
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